Analysis of tachykinin-binding site interactions using NMR and energy calculation data of potent cyclic analogues of substance P.
The three-dimensional structures of [Cys3,6,Tyr8]-, [Gly2,Cys3,6,Tyr8]- and [DCys3,Cys6]substance P, designed as conformational analogues of substance P, have been studied by 1H-NMR (500 MHz) in different solvents and by energy calculations. As previously observed for substance P and physalaemin, two tachykinins acting via the NK-1 receptor, [Cys3,6,Tyr8]substance P presents an alpha-helical structure of the 4----8 sequence in methanol. This structure is stabilized by a beta-turn III via the formation of three hydrogen bonds involving the Cys-6, Phe-7 and Tyr-8 NH groups. In contrast to substance P, two of these hydrogen bonds are still present in dimethyl sulfoxide and in water the Cys-6 NH hydrogen bond is the only one remaining, such that a beta-turn structure inside the ring can be envisaged. In close agreement with the NMR data, the energy calculations lead to three types of folding for the core of [Cys3,6,Tyr8]substance P: a beta-turn III, a less stable beta-turn I (delta E = 3 kcal), and a beta-turn II (delta E = 4.6 kcal). The structure of Gly-Leu-Met-NH2 is strongly affected by changing the hydrophobicity of the medium. The most stable calculated conformation is the helix; however, numerous unrelated structures are destabilized by about 2-3 kcal/mol. These data are analyzed and discussed in connection with the high potency of [Cys3,6,Tyr8]substance P for both the NK-1 and NK-3 binding sites; that is the internal region of tachykinins (non-homologous amino acids) might present a similar three-dimensional structure when bound to the receptors (which may be at the origin of some lack of selectivity), whereas paradoxically the selectivity may be due to the common C-terminal sequence.